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Preface to the AMS/Chelsea Edition

We were led to write this book after having given joint graduate courses on
functions of several complex variables at Princeton in the early 1960’s. At that
time the subject was in a very active and transitional period, with a good deal
of new material beyond what had been covered in the classical books then avail-
able, especially Behnke and Thullen’s Theorie der Funktionen Mehrer Komplexer
Veränderlichen of 1933 and Bochner and Martin’s Several Complex Variables of
1948. Lars Hörmander’s book An Introduction to Complex Analysis in Several Vari-
ables appeared very shortly after our book, and focused on the approach through
partial differential equations. In the subsequent years the subject has expanded
vastly, with remarkable achievements in a number of directions – integral formulas,
properties and applications of the ∂ operator, detailed properties of holomorphic
varieties both algebraic and topological, further detailed properties of sheaves and
holomorphic mappings, and so on; and there have been a great many excellent books
in the intervening years, covering the whole range of new results and techniques
as well as providing some very useful introductions to the topic from a variety of
points of view. In view of all these further sources of information about the sub-
ject, it is perhaps natural to ask why this book should be reissued at this point,
particularly since we are not attempting to rework the book to correct a perhaps
surprising number of errors and misprints. We may hope that a review of the state
of the subject a half-century ago might be of some historical interest, and in addi-
tion that a short survey, focusing on the problems and techniques flourishing at the
time of its writing, might serve as another useful introduction to the subject and a
preparation for embarking on more detailed reading of the extensive literature that
has arisen.

We wish to thank the American Mathematical Society, and particularly Edward
Dunne, for their interest in reissuing the book and willingness to take the original
as it stands. They are providing a web site, to which we would like to encourage
any readers there may be to submit corrections and modifications, for the use of
others who might like to take up a beautiful and very active topic in mathematics.
The URL for this website is:

http://www.ams.org/bookpages/chel-368/.

This website includes a bibliography of comprehensive texts on several complex
variables. Readers are encouraged to suggest entries that do not yet appear on this
list.

Robert C. Gunning
Hugo Rossi
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